SFS Cavalcade North America 2021
Virtual Conference hosted by
MIT Golub Center for Finance and Policy
May 24-27, 2021

Conference Chairs
Chair: Ulrike Malmendier (UC Berkeley)
Vice Chair: Andrea Eisfeldt (UCLA)
Associate Chair: Victoria Ivashina (Harvard Business School)
SFS Advisory Chair: Wei Jiang (Columbia Business School)
Host's Faculty Sponsors: Deborah Lucas, Ed Golding
Event Organization by Jaclyn Einstein (SFS), Deirdre Wade (MIT)

Keynote Speakers
Mon May 24 5pm Cavalcade Keynote “Epidemics, Crises, and Beliefs” by Ulrike Malmendier (UC Berkeley) | VIDEO
Tues May 25 3:45pm RCFS Keynote “A Goldilocks Theory of Fiscal Policy” by Amir Sufi (University of Chicago) | VIDEO
Wed May 26 3:45pm RAPS Keynote “Q&A Session” by Eugene Fama (University of Chicago) | VIDEO
Awards

Best Paper in Corporate Finance: “Friends in Media” by Guosong Xu
Best Paper in Asset Pricing: “Social Security and Trends in Wealth Inequality” by Sylvain Catherine, Max Miller, and Natasha Sarin
The Arthur Warga Award for Best Paper in Fixed Income: “Credit Fire Sales: Captive Lending as Liquidity in Distress” by Matteo Benetton, Sergio Mayordomo, and Daniel Paravisini
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